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Did you know?

• The first POSIT® match was in
October 1987.

• ITG has nearly 1,000 employees 
in eight countries.

• Revenue for 2005 was $408.2 
million, up from $58.9 million 
in 1994, ITG’s first year as a 
public company.

• You would travel 28,644 miles 
visiting all ITG offices.

• The first ITG overseas offices
opened in 1997 in Melbourne 
and Sydney, Australia.

• In 2005, ITG matched 100% of
employee charitable contributions
of over $87,000.

• The average POSIT trade size 
is 6,778 shares—over 18 times 
larger than the average NYSE 
trade size of 374 shares.

• Visits to ITG’s website average 
46 minutes.

• ITG managing directors average
nine years at the firm.

Investment Technology Group, Inc., is a specialized

agency brokerage and technology firm that 

partners with clients globally to provide innovative

solutions spanning the entire investment process.

A pioneer in electronic trading, ITG has a unique

approach that combines pre-trade analysis, order

management, trade execution, and post-trade

evaluation to provide clients with continuous

improvements in trading and cost efficiency. 

The firm is headquartered in New York with

offices in North America, Europe, and the Asia

Pacific region.  

About ITG®
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LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
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Following our
own path
By any measure, 2005 was a standout year for Investment
Technology Group®. Our strategies paid off with impressive
growth in trading volumes, a 67 percent rise in earnings, and 
a significant increase in market
share. What’s more, we gained
momentum along the way. Our
U.S. trading volumes started
strong and finished even
stronger, setting new records
in the fourth quarter. 

At the same time, we continued to invest aggres-

sively in our long-term success. We pushed ahead on

multiple fronts: further broadening and integrating

our product line, advancing our global expansion,

keeping our commitment to research and develop-

ment, and honing our brand and our message. 

Finally, we capped the year by announcing

two acquisitions that expand the scope of our

offerings as well as our base of clients and

prospects. We see our acquisitions of Macgregor®

and Plexus Group® as important moves that solidify our

leadership in pre-trade analysis, execution, and post-

trade measurement. In fact, we have created a new

subsidiary to make the most of that opportunity. 

In short, in 2005 we accomplished everything

we set out to do, paving the way for our future. The

steps we are taking are all in line with ITG’s long-term

strategy. We keep working to increase penetration

of our core markets while diversifying our product

lines, client base, and geographic markets. And we

will continue adding transaction processing capacity

in 2006. ITG today is a global company with successes

to build upon and clear directions for growth. 

Seen in context, ITG’s 2005 results underscore

the value of unconventional thinking. From the very

beginning, we have consistently pursued our own

vision of a holistic, seamless trading process that

adds value to investments at every step. To some

degree, that vision has already been realized. After

Raymond L. Killian, Jr.

Chairman,

President & CEO
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Letter from the chairman

years of investment in research and development,

ITG now offers a set of integrated technology 

solutions that enhance performance and efficiency

across the trading continuum—a one-stop package

no one else has matched. As the numbers show, ITG

clients are embracing our vision, too. In light of the

competitive challenges institutional money managers

are facing, we believe ITG’s unique package of 

offerings will have even greater appeal going forward.

A closer look ITG’s total U.S. trading volume for

the year was more than 26 billion shares, a 29 percent

increase over 2004. By comparison, New York Stock

Exchange volume grew nine percent over the same

period and Nasdaq volume was virtually flat. ITG’s

volume rose so rapidly that our percentage of reported

total U.S. market volume climbed from 2.6 percent

to 3.6 percent during the course of 2005.

A major factor in ITG’s strong performance

was our POSIT trade crossing systems. In 2005, we

successfully rebranded POSIT as a system offering

three distinct crossing choices: POSIT MatchTM, our

original system of scheduled daily crossings; POSIT

NowSM for continuous crossing; and POSIT AlertTM,

introduced as a way to seek out trading opportunities

before they get to the open market. Our offering of

“trade crossing your way” was well received; fourth

quarter 2005 volumes in POSIT were up more than

70 percent over the same period last year. 

Our ITG AlgorithmsTM were also important

contributors to the year’s volume. That included the

new ITG Dark AlgorithmTM we introduced in October.

The Dark Algorithm lets traders find liquidity 

in ECNs and multiple crossing systems, including

POSIT, with no information leakage. 

Buy-side traders are rapidly discovering how

algorithms can bring efficiency and precision to the

trading process, and industry analysts predict that

adoption of algorithmic trading methods will continue

to accelerate. Because ITG was an early proponent

of algorithmic trading and remains in the forefront,

we are ideally positioned to benefit from that trend. 

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
(Dollars in thousands, except per share amounts)

Year ended December 31 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001

Consolidated statement of income data

Total revenues $408,161 $334,486 $333,992 $387,581 $377,407

Total expenses 299,065 267,894 264,291 260,328 241,295

Income before income taxes 109,096 66,592 69,701 127,253 136,112

Income tax expense 41,410 25,609 27,748 53,443 57,217

Net income 67,686 40,983 41,953 73,810 78,895

Basic earnings per share 1.61 0.96 0.89 1.52 1.65

Diluted earnings per share 1.60 0.96 0.89 1.51 1.62

Basic weighted average number of 
common shares outstanding (in millions) 42.2 42.8 47.0 48.5 47.9

Diluted weighted average number of 
common shares outstanding (in millions) 42.4 42.8 47.0 49.0 48.7

Consolidated statement of financial condition

Total assets $1,016,334 $612,458 $649,848 $594,254 $418,478

Total stockholders’ equity 462,306 370,501 361,303 356,509 317,944
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fund managers are under extraordinary cost and 

performance pressures from all sides. Investors

everywhere are demanding more transparency and

accountability. Every fund sees new competitors

springing up. And regulators have heightened their

scrutiny of fund trading practices. 

As a result, the buy side is bringing more

trading in-house in order to lower transaction costs

and commissions and gain more control of the

process—and this is where ITG can help. 

Our integrated offerings empower buy-side

institutions to improve execution performance while

streamlining trading operations. We believe our ability

to help our clients meet their challenges will be the

driver of ITG’s next wave of growth. 

A changing landscape Other trends may also

be operating in ITG’s favor. Not long ago, several 

sizable mutual fund complexes moved to “unbundle”

execution costs from research. If an unbundling

trend takes hold, traders will be more focused on

ways to achieve best execution and less bound to

use brokerage commissions as payment for stock

Global results Our international businesses

achieved healthy growth with a 23 percent increase

in annual revenue over the prior year. Europe led 

the way with 29 percent 

revenue growth; Canada was

up 23 percent, Australia grew

21 percent, and Asia increased

16 percent for the year. We

continued adapting our U.S.

capabilities for other parts of

the world, rolling out products

such as our Triton trading 

system and ITG Algorithms

across more regions. 

Overall, ITG’s international operations now

account for nearly one-fourth of our total revenue.

They have also moved toward increased profitability,

as we continue to invest in expansion of staff and

infrastructure. This year, we opened a Japan office

and funded substantial development work at our

Israel technology center. 

The big opportunity As we reflect on trends in

2006 and beyond, we see our core institutional market

being transformed in ways that dovetail neatly with

ITG’s vision of an optimized trading process. Buy-side

Net income (dollars in millions)

Total revenues (dollars in millions)

377.4

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

387.6
334.0 334.5

408.2

78.9

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

73.8

42.0 41.0

67.7

“ITG’s 2005 results underscore the value

of unconventional thinking. From the

beginning, we have pursued our own

vision of a seamless trading process.”
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Letter from the chairman

research. As an agency broker focused on best 

execution, ITG will be a clear candidate to benefit

from such a development.

Meanwhile, the SEC’s recently enacted 

Reg NMS could mean more upheaval in the trading

landscape. Because it mandates that trading quotes

be accessed from each venue, rather than via some

interlinked facility, Reg NMS could challenge traders

by producing an even more fragmented market.

ITG’s POSIT crossing suite, trading algorithms, and

desktop systems will all help clients find liquidity

more efficiently in a post-NMS environment.  

Expanding the continuum ITG entered 2005

with a set of capabilities and a knowledge base

spanning three stages of the trading process: pre-

trade analysis, execution, and post-trade measure-

ment. Our two recent acquisitions are a natural fit,

extending our scope and heightening our ability to

deliver end-to-end solutions.   

Macgregor is one of the industry’s leading

order management systems. Our $230 million acqui-

sition of the firm pushes ITG’s product line into order

management and the domain of institutional portfolio

managers. The acquisition

also brings us a significant

stream of recurring revenue

and more than 100 buy-side

customers, 35 percent of them

new to ITG. 

While the Macgregor

acquisition gives ITG more

breadth, our acquisition of

Plexus Group adds depth,

augmenting our capabilities for post-trade perfor-

mance measurement. ITG Transaction Cost Analysis

(TCA®) was already the leading product for cost

measurement by traders. With Plexus, we gain the

leading product for plan sponsors, a market we’ve

just begun to tap. Plexus has more than 200 clients,

87 percent of whom haven’t used ITG TCA before.    

Why a new subsidiary Not only do Macgregor

and Plexus expand our client base and enhance our

opportunities for cross-selling, they give us more to

offer as we reach out to new prospects and markets.

That’s why we believe these acquisitions will help

propel ITG’s business to the next level. 

Toward that end, we have created a new

subsidiary, ITG Solutions Network, Inc., which will

combine Macgregor, Plexus, and our existing products

for pre- and post-trade analysis under an organiza-

“Our integrated offerings empower

buy-side institutions to excel at 

trading, thereby gaining a critical 

edge in their hypercompetitive world.”  
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same time, we have to make sure our products con-

tinue to evolve in line with what our clients need.

They are looking for flexible, powerful solutions that

are also easy to implement and use. ITG will be

working to provide those answers.    

Getting to the core Our success comes from

what we are able to do for our clients. But I’m 

convinced it also derives from who we are—from

the intangibles that make ITG special. That is why

this annual report highlights what ITG has identified

as our key corporate values: partnership, innovation,

expertise, teamwork, and trust. 

Do corporate values really matter? As you

read about the ways people at ITG take our values to

heart and put them into action, I think you’ll see

they really do make a difference that is ultimately

reflected in the bottom line. 

After all, success in business really does

come down to people—people who believe in the

company’s vision and are dedicated to helping realize

it. I’m talking about the clients who give us the

chance to prove our mettle, the shareholders who

support what we do, and especially our employees,

who make it all happen. Having welcomed our

newest staff members from Macgregor and Plexus,

ITG has nearly 1,000 employees worldwide. The

skills, creativity, and dedication of the ITG team have

brought us to where we are; they are also what will

take us into the future.       

Raymond L. Killian, Jr.

Chairman, President & CEO

tional umbrella that is independent of our brokerage

operations. This move helps us showcase ITG’s analy-

tical capabilities, which are second to none. Just as

important, it gives our clients assurance that our

analytical services are completely broker neutral. We are

rapidly carrying out this integration plan and expect

to see tangible benefits by the second half of 2006.

Competitive edge ITG is moving into 2006 on

sound competitive footing. After years of research

and development, our technologies are solid. We’re

doing well. Our spirits are high and we are energized

by the things we are doing to make our business

even stronger. 

But we can’t ever forget that ITG has pros-

pered by taking a unique view of the trading process

and staying ahead of the technology curve. So we

are continuing to make significant investments in

innovation. Among other things, we are planning to

increase staffing to put more resources behind our

global product development initiative, which will let

us bring products to more markets more quickly.

Another area of investment will be the network

infrastructure we’ll need to handle our business

growth around the world. 

We also want to keep honing our service

orientation. Our philosophy of serving clients in a

consultative way—that is, understanding their needs

and helping them do whatever it takes to meet their

objectives—is a big differentiator for ITG. At the
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PARTNERSHIP

What “client driven”
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Talk with Omar Aguilar, Head of Quantitative 

Equities for ING Investment Management, and he’ll

tell you there’s a big difference between a broker and

a trading partner. “Our team manages approximately $17

billion in assets, and we trade using

sophisticated models geared to multiple

objectives for alpha preservation and risk

management,” he says. “We’ve learned

that a cookie-cutter approach to execu-

tion doesn’t work for us. We need trading

partners who can help us develop and

fine-tune our strategies.”

Aguilar ranks ITG among his

firm’s most important trading partners,

based on years of collaboration in both

quantitative and block trading. As he

puts it, “ITG’s ability to develop solutions

unique to ING has taken us to the next

level of execution and trading.”  

Customization that helps clients
compete is ITG’s key to service
and product development

means
CUSTOMIZATION RULES 

While the solutions ITG provides Aguilar’s

group are indeed unique, the nature of

the partnership isn’t. ITG’s core client

base is made up of major buy-side insti-

tutions that manage billions of dollars in

pension and mutual funds. For these bro-

kerage clients, every basis point saved on

transaction costs is a significant contribu-

tion to investment performance. So for

ITG, delving deep into a client’s trading

methods to arrive at a customized solu-

tion is standard operating procedure.

“We have such a wide range of 

capabilities, with so much flexibility in

how they integrate into the client’s

process, that the notion of plain vanilla

scarcely applies,” says Andrew Larkin,

ITG Managing Director.  

As is often the case with ITG, its

partnership with ING has evolved with

multiple components. Aguilar notes that

ING was one of the first buy-side firms to

adopt algorithmic trading, thanks in part

to ITG’s early pursuit of that technology.

His firm also uses ITG’s Triton® desktop to

manage trading and relies heavily on its

pre- and post-trade analytics to add

value to trading strategies. 
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THE INTEGRATION ADVANTAGE 

But Aguilar points out that for firms like

ING, the value of working with ITG isn’t

just about the tools; it’s about the 

trading process. “ITG has a level of 

relevant experience that a buy-side 

trading desk won’t always get from 

one day to the next. By coupling that

experience with their technologies,

they’ve been able to give us very good

ways of deciding how we apply our 

models and quantitative strategies in the

electronic trading era,” he says. 

In ITG’s world, the notion of 

customization applies not just to specific

algorithms or analytical tools, but to 

a client’s entire trading continuum. 

No other broker has so thoroughly

embraced a holistic view of trading. 

As a result, ITG often works with 

clients as a consultant on larger issues 

of technology implementation and 

integration, helping them stitch a 

patchwork quilt of proprietary and 

vendor systems into seamless, state-of-

the-art trading operations. 

What “client driven” means

“I can say qualitatively that we’re ahead of the

game compared to many of our competitors, 

thanks in part to our partnership with ITG.”

— Omar Aguilar, Head of Quantitative Equities for ING Investment Management

It is no accident that ITG has

designed Triton, its Windows-based list

trading desktop, as the centerpiece of an

integrated trading process. Equipped

with Triton, buy-side traders can trade 

a portfolio the way a conductor leads an

orchestra, performing pre-trade, execution,

and post-trade functions from a single

desktop interface. ITG has put the ability

to research and execute trading decisions

right at the trader’s fingertips.    

Here too, open architecture pre-

vails. Besides giving traders access to

ITG’s entire tool kit, Triton’s engine can 

be harnessed to legacy systems, 

external data feeds, and custom applica-

tions. Explains Scott Harrison, Triton

Product Manager, “The idea is to let 

trading desks centralize all their trading

resources. Not only is that a huge produc-

tivity enhancer, it gives our clients much

greater control over their trading style

and transaction costs.”

SEEING RESULTS 

Aguilar acknowledges that it would be

impossible to precisely quantify the

impact of ITG’s approach on ING’s 

performance. But he is convinced his

company gets tangible gains from ITG’s

help in staying on the cutting edge. 

“I can say qualitatively that we’re ahead

of the game compared to many of 

our competitors, thanks in part to our 

partnership with ITG,” he declares. 

From ITG’s perspective, the part-

nership approach pays off in several

ways. Being able to harness ITG’s broad

capabilities to their own objectives clearly

bolsters client allegiance. It also stands to

reason that the more enmeshed ITG tools

become in a client’s trading process, the

more likely it is that orders will flow 

to ITG’s trade crossing and direct access 

systems. But for ITG, close working 

relationships with clients are also the key

to technology advances. 
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JanClient Ranking
Overall Performance

Average Daily Volume

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Key

40%

40%

58%

54%

65%

59%

58%

41%

30%

39%

15%

56%

47%

51%

54%

44%

15%

30%

35%

46%

78%

20%

61%

42%

20%

28%

33%

52%

66%

58%

23%

27%

52%

24%

63%

53%

40%

35%

23%

20%

Client Rankings for month and attribute
within Peer Group Database

First quartile (75%–100%)
Second quartile (50%–74%)
Third quartile (25%–49%)
Fourth quartile (0%–24%)

Median Performance
Mean Performance

Less than 1%
1% to 5%

5% to 10%
10% to 25%
25% to 50%

Over 50%

33%

23%

45%

31%

45%

39%

17%

43%

COST COMPARISON BY MONTH (RELATIVE TO PEERS)

The result: a new version of TCA’s peer group component with functionality expanded to include the percentile

performance rankings clients were seeking, plus more robust tools for analyzing outlier transactions.  
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ITG Transaction Cost Analysis, evolved

How do plan sponsors and investment managers want to measure manager trading performance against a

universe of peers? In its initial version, the peer group analysis component of ITG Transaction Cost Analysis

compared a manager’s distribution of trading costs against the average for a peer universe. (The examples

show a client’s costs by month, one of several comparison categories.) While welcoming this data, clients said

they wanted more—particularly more detail on how their performance stacks up against the competition.  

COST COMPARISON BY MONTH (SINGLE CLIENT)

ASKING “WHAT IF…?” 

Of course, every customer-focused com-

pany relies on user feedback to hone

products. But ITG goes further. Inspiration

might arise from a client voicing a problem

or an ITG account rep asking, “What

if...?” The resulting solution may apply 

to multiple clients, or even grow into a

new product. A case in point is the ITG Fair

Value Model, which solved mutual funds’

problem of fairly pricing securities traded

internationally. Another recent example is

ITG Transaction Cost Analysis (TCA). In

fact, to some extent every ITG product 

is shaped by client input (see below). 

That means each of ITG’s client

relationships also functions as a product

development lab in miniature. As ING’s

Aguilar puts it, “The big advantage of 

the way ITG works is that we keep 

learning together.” 
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INNOVATION

Pushing the
boundaries  
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The vision of a fully optimized
trading process keeps guiding
ITG to new advances

Algorithmic trading has been a hotbed of technology develop-

ment for nearly a decade. In fact, these mathematical models

for automated trading have sprung up in such profusion that

traders can find themselves stymied by the sheer abundance of

choice; it’s like walking into an ice cream store with 232 flavors. 

Watching traders wonder which algorithm to pick from

the dozens listed on their desktops, you might figure there’s little

room left for creativity and innovation in this sphere. But you

would be wrong. 

DARK INSPIRATION 

Last October, the firm introduced the ITG Dark Algorithm,

which breaks new ground in the crowded algorithmic field by

giving clients a single destination with smart routing to multiple

alternative trading systems. It works like this: A client sends an

order to the ITG Dark Algorithm. It automatically seeks out
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opportunities to execute the trade in POSIT, as well as other

alternative trading systems. The ITG Dark Algorithm even

searches a variety of ECNs for hidden liquidity—that is, orders

that haven’t yet been displayed.

What’s more, clients trading via the ITG Dark Algorithm

have the advantage of operating with zero disclosure 

of their activities or orders. The algorithm lets them keep 

competing traders “in the dark” while executing trades cheaply

and effortlessly.    

NEW PARADIGM

The ITG Dark Algorithm is just one of the latest in a long string 

of innovations ITG has hatched over the years. That should 

be no surprise because ITG itself was founded on a break-

through technology called POSIT. Introduced in 1987, POSIT was

the world’s first system for electronic trade matching during the

market day—a radical concept at the time. It proved to be a

transformational one as well. 

Thanks to POSIT and the computers that had begun

showing up on their desks, traders and money managers were

suddenly free to look beyond the open exchanges. POSIT created

a true alternative. More than that, it embodied a cluster of ideas

that added up to a new trading paradigm. POSIT proved that

technology could create new pools of liquidity and make them

instantly accessible. It brought scale to the practice of trade

crossing, which was then just beginning to emerge.  

“The most important thing POSIT did was show how

trading could be made truly confidential. It let traders execute

orders, no matter how large, without worrying that leaked infor-

mation would drive up their costs. That was a huge leap,” says

Chris Heckman, Managing Director and head of ITG’s Trading

Desk. POSIT went on to become the world’s largest electronic

trade matching system. 

A SINGULAR VISION

POSIT was only the first expression of the big ideas that came

to define ITG—controlling transaction costs, expanding traders’

access to liquidity, and making trading more efficient. ITG ran with

those from the start and has been building on them ever since. 

Consider trading cost control, for instance. That ambi-

tion led ITG into the vast territory of transaction analysis. The

company has already spent nearly two decades developing ever

more sophisticated pre-trade models that traders can use to

anticipate costs and adjust their strategies accordingly. Not long

WHAT’S NEXT? 

GLASS BOXES 
Tuval Chomut 
Chief Technology Officer  

Right now, algorithms are black boxes in
that they require traders to relinquish

control of orders once they are entered. At the other end
of the continuum is fully manual trading. We are exploring
the world of possibilities in between. Specifically, we’re
looking at ways to develop “glass boxes” that let the user
exert some control. These systems might suggest orders,
monitor activity—in short, give the user more information
and more input. 

NEW KINDS OF DIRECT ACCESS 
Mark Wright 
Managing Director, 
Global Head of Product Management  

The comprehensive, broker-neutral desk-
top access we provide to equity markets will also be coming
to additional asset classes. We are currently building an
options trading capability into our desktops. This allows
clients to use a single tool to perform a broader set of
tasks, such as hedging an equity position. Our clients trading
globally also need to manage their cash positions across
multiple currencies, so we’ll be looking at solutions for
that as well.   

ADAPTIVE GLOBAL MODELING 
Nurit Bacharach
Director, Head of Financial Engineers, Europe

Our group develops the European flavors
of ITG statistical and econometric models.

A study of the European market microstructure and
European trading conventions reveals new opportunities
and directions for models such as the Limit Order Model,
ITG Risk Models, and more. Those models are at the heart
of ITG Algorithmic Trading strategies, and are also offered
as stand-alone products. 

MORE INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION
Tony Huck 
Managing Director, Electronic Trading  

We’re applying analysis to take the 
algorithmic trading process to the next

level. Until now, the focus has been on the content of the
algorithm, and on ease of access. But how do you decide
which algorithm to use, or strategies to implement? ITG is
looking at ways pre-trade analysis can help answer those
questions. At the other end, we’re working with extensive
post-trade analysis and how a feedback loop can add
another layer of intelligence to algorithmic trading. 



ago, it introduced the first pre-trade package to combine cost

and risk control, ITG Logic®, and it is still far from exhausting

pre-trade paths to explore. 

Reasoning that you can’t control costs if you don’t

measure them, some years back ITG also jumped into post-

trade performance analysis. Its Transaction Cost Analysis suite

today covers 41 global markets and is the undisputed leader in

its product category. “Now that ITG has acquired Plexus Group,

we can say that we deliver the most comprehensive set of

strategic and tactical analysis tools in the post-trade space,” says

Jon Fatica, Manager of Post-trade Products. “It’s fair to say that

we lead the pack in pre-trade as well.”      

AHEAD OF THE CURVE  

Process efficiency is another theme woven throughout ITG’s

technology development. Soon after launching POSIT and creating

its trading desk, ITG began exploring ways artificial intelligence

could be applied to trading. The result was QuantEX®, a UNIX-based

forerunner of the desktop command posts traders rely on today.  

Years ahead of its time, QuantEX combined strategy-

driven trading with feeds of real-time and historical data. When

QuantEX was first introduced, quantitative traders were sur-

prised by its ability to flag and complete the same trades they

would have chosen through their own thought processes, only

hundreds of times faster. A series of advances in QuantEX paved

the way for Triton and Radical™, ITG’s current generation of all-

in-one trade management systems.     

ITG was also one of the first to pursue automation

through algorithmic trading in the early 1990s. After all, the

POSIT crossing system was being driven by an algorithm long

before that word was commonly heard in the industry. These

days every major institutional broker offers its own set of algo-

rithms, but ITG continues to set the pace with new algorithmic

trading concepts and advances (see page 13, What’s Next?).  

Of course, every technology firm strives to stay ahead of

the curve. The annals of business are littered with remnants of once

thriving enterprises that couldn’t keep up, and Wall Street is

legendarily tough on those who falter. Why has ITG been able

to deliver consistently on its early promise of innovation?   

INVESTING IN IDEAS

An obvious key is ITG’s willingness to invest in research 

and development. The firm maintains major technology 

development and financial engineering centers in Los Angeles,

Boston, London, Madrid, and Tel Aviv, as well as New York.

Historically, between 25 percent and 35 percent of ITG’s 

workforce worldwide has been occupied with research and

product development.  

At the same time, ITG consistently casts a wide net for

inspiration, starting with the buy-side institutions that make up

its client base. Many of the firm’s “aha” moments have arisen

from day-to-day problem solving and dialogue with clients. 

Academic research is another source ITG has plumbed

for the insights that can lead to innovation. The firm’s senior

managers and technology developers regularly engage with

like-minded market theorists and researchers in consulting and

at leading business schools. Importantly, ITG also looks for

promising concepts germinating within the organization. Its

new Innovation Review Board provides a structured way to

identify and pursue new product ideas generated internally (see

page 15, Seeds of Innovation).   

LEVERAGING RESOURCES

At this stage in ITG’s growth, the scope of its product line also

helps explain its knack for invention. The firm can come up with

something new in the marketplace simply by combining and

layering its capabilities. 

“When you think about it, the ITG Dark Algorithm is the

perfect marriage of two of ITG’s greatest strengths: algorithmic

trading and POSIT liquidity,” says Hitesh Mittal, Director, Head of

Algorithmic Trading Product Development. “ITG now has such

a  wide range of capabilities that we can leverage them in many

ways.” Carrying the concept one step further, the ITG Algorithms

group is now building the ITG Dark Algorithm access into all of

its products. That means every ITG Algorithm will take advantage

of the low-cost liquidity in POSIT and other alternative trading

systems—another point of performance advantage, and one of

differentiation for ITG’s algorithmic approach. 

Pushing the boundaries
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Acquisition is yet another strategy ITG uses to pursue

innovation. In 2002, seeking to offer more to the growing

hedge fund market, ITG bought Hoenig Group, Inc., a broker

specializing in alternative fund clients. With Hoenig operating

as a subsidiary, ITG quickly saw the need for an electronic desk-

top system geared to the active, single-stock trading style that

many hedge funds employ. The next step was the acquisition of

Radical Corporation, whose existing single-stock platform fit

the model ITG had in mind. By buying that system and adding

features to its core functionality, ITG was able to bring Radical

to the active trading market in record time.

With the recent additions of Macgregor and Plexus

Group, ITG advances its product strategy. Toward that end, it has

created ITG Solutions Network, Inc., a broker-neutral subsidiary

of the firm, combining ITG’s strong existing analytics capabilities

with complementary post-trade consulting services and the

strength of an order management network. 

“By combining ITG’s offerings with those of Macgregor

and Plexus, we create a truly unique solution set and client 

service model,” says Ian Domowitz, CEO of ITG Solutions

Network. He notes that Macgregor extends ITG’s reach into

order management and multiple asset classes while Plexus 

complements ITG’s analytics. 

“Both acquisitions serve our goal of providing invest-

ment solutions that extend from portfolio construction all the

way through to clearance and settlement,” Domowitz adds.

“The result is a broader network of people who can leverage an

expanded product set to serve a growing client base on both

the buy and sell sides of the industry.”

A WAY OF THINKING 

The simplest answer may be that ITG stays innovative because it

is determined to do so. Being on the cutting edge takes more than

resources; at root, it is a matter of perspective and mindset. 

The question “Can we find a better way?” is intrinsic to

ITG’s long-held vision of a fully optimized, technology-enabled

trading process. That may be why an orientation to the future

of trading permeates the company. Looking ahead is not only

fundamental to ITG’s culture, it has become a customary way of

thinking at all levels of the firm.  

When it comes to outside motivation, clients and com-

petitors are giving ITG plenty of reasons to push for new ideas.

Growing investor demands and heightened scrutiny from regu-

lators are turning up the heat on buy-side money managers,

and on the technology and service providers that help them

compete. Institutional trading needs are evolving at a faster

pace than ever before, with no deceleration in sight.  

Meanwhile, ITG’s extensive product line translates into

an unusually wide range of competitors. While other brokers

might deal with a handful of firms vying within the same 

segment, ITG has a different set of competitors in each of its

product categories. You could see that as a problem. Or, if

you’re like ITG, you could see that as offering more directions in

which to look for the next big ideas in trading.

SEEDS OF INNOVATION   

How can a global company uncover and nurture the new ideas that bubble up anywhere in the firm? For ITG, the
answer is the Innovation Review Board, a recent initiative designed to ensure that no promising idea falls through
the cracks. Composed of senior managers from ITG’s technology development centers, the five-member group solicits
ideas for cutting-edge products, features, or services, and meets quarterly for formal review of proposals.  

Launched in 2005, the review board has already yielded encouraging results. Out of 35 proposals assessed
so far, eight have been selected for a fuller feasibility and cost/return analysis. Each greenlighted concept is assigned to a mentor,
who oversees its progress. One idea that has especially piqued the group’s interest proposes the use of data mining tools to improve
execution methods. Another utilizes instant messaging to streamline communication around the handling of orders; that project
has already advanced to the beta testing stage. 

“It only makes sense that the people who are actually writing software code or working directly with clients might see
opportunities senior managers don’t. But too often, those kinds of ideas never get translated into a format in which they can be
shared and evaluated,” says Michael England, secretary of the review board. “By having a group that’s expressly focused on innovation,
we can spot potential breakthroughs and put them on the fast track to market.”  
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Spanning the  
continuum

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL 

“ITG has been thinking in terms of the

entire trading continuum for a long time.

That framework gave us a big head start

in focusing talent and resources on each

of the elements in trading,” says Chris

Amorello, Director, Algorithmic Trading.

“Because of that, ITG has developed a

unique body of expertise around ways of 

improving the process. That’s one of the

big reasons why clients choose to work

with us.”    

ITG’s basic construct for the 

trading process is simple: pre-trade 

analytics, execution, post-trade measure-

ment. Once you are past those labels,

though, things quickly get more complex.

To become adept at all aspects of trading

and their integration, the firm has built a

talent pool cutting across a startling array

EXPERTISE

Conceptualizing a process approach to trading is one

thing. Marshaling all the skill sets it takes to decon-

struct, understand, and fully optimize the trading

process is something else – and this is where ITG has

a substantial edge. 

ITG enlists traders, techies, and market theorists

to add value at each step in the trading process   
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of disciplines. Here block- and portfolio-

trading specialists rub shoulders with 

seasoned software writers and systems

engineers. Experts in market microstructure

confer with computer model designers,

mathematicians, and risk managers. 

This unusual amalgam of skilled

doers, thinkers, and creators has produced

some unusually sophisticated trading

technologies. ITG has often been ahead

of the curve with products such as TCA,

the first Web-based tool for post-trade

cost measurement. This past year, both

TCA and ITG’s pre-trade analytics won

third-party accolades for being the best in

the industry (see What other experts say).

With its recent acquisition of Plexus

Group, ITG has further widened its lead in

post-trade analytics. ITG already had the

number one measurement product for

buy-side traders; now it has the number

one product for plan sponsors, too, as

confirmed by The Tabb Group. 

PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER 

ITG’s proficiencies also translate into a

high-level consulting capability clients

routinely call upon. “I joined ITG partly

because no other Wall Street firm could

match the intellectual firepower they

were bringing to bear on quantitative

trading,” says Ian Domowitz, formerly a

professor of finance at Pennsylvania State

University and Northwestern University,

and now head of ITG Solutions Network.

“Clients look to us for ideas and advice

because we have done more thinking

about the process than anyone else.”    

One place where all of this

expertise gets distilled is at the desk of

Barbara Francis, Director, ITG Portfolio

Trading. Her group plans and orchestrates 

the trading of entire securities portfolios

that are being rebalanced or moved from

one investment manager to another.

Often involving dozens of different stocks

and many millions of dollars in liquidity,

these complex transactions draw on 

every one of ITG’s capabilities. 

SHARING KNOWLEDGE 

“Not only are the people in my group

experts in trading, they are also experts in

using ITG’s technologies to minimize

transaction costs and to make trading

more efficient,” says Francis. She notes

that she often draws on the skills of spe-

cialists in the firm’s Strategies Group to

fine-tune and customize a trading plan.

“What we offer is a complete package

that functions as an extension of the 

buy-side trading desk.” Her group can 

handle all trading in a turnkey operation,

or advise the client’s trading desk as 

they carry out the plan themselves. 

“If clients want, we help make them

experts, too,” she adds.

It is true that ITG has never 

been reluctant to share knowledge 

freely with its clients, whether in 

day-to-day interactions or in its research

papers, regional trading seminars, 

or other thought leadership efforts. 

The firm operates on the principle that the

more its clients know about trading, 

the more they will recognize the value of

what ITG can do. 

What other experts say    

ITG is #1 in pre-trade   

“In the pre-trade analytics world,

ITG is the leader. ITG has a distinct

advantage over its competitors,

since the pre-trade analytics sit on

top of its popular front-end system.”

—The Tabb Group 
Institutional Equity Trading in
America 2005: A Buy-Side Perspective

…and in post-trade 

Waters magazine

2005 Readers’ Choice Award 

for best transaction cost analysis
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As head of ITG’s Equity Trading Support Group,

Guretsky is overseeing configuration of the algorithm-

related tags needed to enable a client’s requested

custom connection.  

Last night, John Millsfield’s Routing Group

finished the massive job of certifying every instance

of the FIX protocol that will come into play—a

daunting 20 to 30 separate testing scenarios in all.

It’s the kind of task the Routing Group handles on

nearly a daily basis. The international standard for

real-time electronic communication of securities

transactions, FIX is the common language that will let

trades flow directly from the client’s order manage-

ment system into ITG’s algorithmic trading channels. 

Dozens more people have been working on

other project tasks, aiming for a 48-hour turnaround.

Within hours, the connection will be set up for trou-

bleshooting all the way through back-office clearing,

followed by a live test at the client site. By evening,

the custom connection from the client’s terminal to

ITG’s algorithmic servers should be ready to transmit

orders when the market opens.  

HOW CONNECTIVITY HAPPENS 

For people at ITG, engineering a connection like this

one is nothing out of the ordinary. But the process 

is intense, with many decisions to be made and 

huge quantities of data to be crunched during 

the two-day project window. It also entails close

coordination among many specialized groups within

Team Spirit 
At ITG, teamwork goes beyond the workplace and into the community. “A big cross-section of our people do

volunteer and charitable work, giving an amazing amount of time and energy as well as money,” comments ITG

Chairman Ray Killian, an active participant himself. 

In the New York metro area, ITG volunteers distribute surplus food to the hungry, wield hammers for

Habitat for Humanity, and help put on the Special Olympics. Meanwhile, employees of ITG’s California IT center

work with the homeless, raise funds for breast cancer research, and run their own holiday toy drive. 

ITG actively supports these activities and matches charitable contributions dollar for dollar, but 

employee involvements “aren’t business-driven,” Killian notes. “For people at ITG, giving back is a way of life.” 

Propelling all ITG activities is a global web

of collaboration behind the scenes   

It’s 7:15 on a gray Manhattan morning, and 

a half dozen of Malvina Guretsky’s team 

members have already spent the last hour

scanning log files full of numbers and symbols

on their workstation screens.
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smoothly and in sync. Responding to clients’ particular

needs requires another whole level of resources,

from strategy development to software customization. 

Those at the front lines of ITG’s client service

delivery rely on people like Marianne Tepe, who

oversees all Trading Support Services; Sudhanshu

Arya, whose group handles execution, routing, and

clearing systems; and literally hundreds more.      

UNSUNG HEROES 

Within ITG are untold numbers of unsung heroes. 

Important among them is the ITG Middle Office. This

is where 11 people work to check every execution

through ITG’s systems for reconciliation of buy and

sell orders, and then allocate trades to the appropriate

customer accounts. 

From the standpoint of clients and even

most other people at ITG, the middle office is usually

invisible. Yet its smooth functioning is absolutely

essential. Everyone in the investment industry knows

how important such operations are to the satisfaction

of brokerage clients, and ultimately to their clients.

This is one area where virtually flawless operation is

the baseline standard. 

Yet this group, too, relies on the work of

others. To do its job, the ITG Middle Office depends

on the technology groups that design and maintain

what is known as BOSS, ITG’s proprietary support

system. BOSS provides the tools for efficient 

processing of a prodigious flow of trade data over a

12-hour daily cycle. It has also been a key to 

handling ITG’s growing trade volume. “Only three

years ago, we processed 175,000 transactions on a

peak day,” notes Ed Moran, ITG’s Senior Vice

President of Operations. “Now, we typically process

300,000.” He expects peak transaction volume to

grow, which means calling on the BOSS team to

make sure the processing capacity is there.       

A hidden dynamic

ITG—ten in all for this project, from the Networking

Group that sets up the communication ports and 

IP addresses to the Software Solutions Group that

does the custom coding.   

Clients see only the top layer of this precisely

orchestrated collaboration, getting involved solely at

the points of initiation, key decisions, and final

implementation. Of course, you could say the same

thing for almost everything that goes on at ITG,

including the everyday tasks. 

KEEPING IT SIMPLE 

It takes only a single click for clients to transmit a set

of orders into ITG’s systems; clients can even use the

Channel ITG utility to sweep up and transmit their

orders automatically. As trades are completed, exe-

cution reports automatically appear on client desk-

tops. From the user’s perspective, everything in

between simply happens as if by magic.      

In reality, making electronic trading simple

and seamless is a complex endeavor. It takes constant

teamwork to keep the data streams flowing.

Networking infrastructure, trading platforms, software

applications—every element has to be working
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ACROSS THE WORLD   

Because ITG is a global company, teamwork also

cuts across geographic lines. Account executives in

the United States talk with overseas trading desks

about the handling of global portfolios. Technology

developers in Tel Aviv confer with colleagues in

Southern California, Boston, and New York. In a

24/7 worldwide company like ITG, borders and time

zones are no barriers.     

In fact, ITG is now institutionalizing interna-

tional teamwork with a new initiative that brings

together the firm’s global resources in product devel-

opment (see below, Globalizing R&D). “Because we’re

now growing ITG’s Tokyo and Hong Kong offices, it’s

only natural that we are looking for products we can

offer in this region,” says Brendan Casey, Director of

Trading and Technology, Asia Pacific region.

Adds Alasdair Haynes, Managing Director

and CEO of ITG in Europe, “Adapting to a more

internationalized structure within ITG is a very 

positive step. We are already reaping the benefits 

of working as a global team, especially with the

development of Triton and

in the creation of algo-

rithms that function across

the world’s markets.”

Explains David

Meitz, Managing Director

of Technology, “Now 

senior managers world-

wide can come to the table, reconcile their priorities,

and agree on the most important things we want to be

delivering to our clients. That means ITG’s devel-

opers have one product to deliver, and product man-

agers have one story to tell, worldwide. This initiative

lets us leverage products

and services to meet the

needs of an increasingly

global clientele.” 

For all these 

reasons, Meitz describes

the global initiative as “a whole new way of 

working.” But on another level, it’s not new at all. 

It sets up the same kind of teamwork that has fueled 

ITG from day one.      

Globalizing R&D 
If you want to succeed as a global technology company, you’d better think and innovate like one. That’s the idea

behind ITG’s Global Products Initiative. Bringing together ITG software, network, product, and management

groups worldwide, it translates into a new technology development paradigm for the firm.  

Until recently, ITG’s global strategy was to adapt successful U.S. products for overseas markets, one

region at a time. Under the new initiative, ITG will design every new product for global application right from

the start. The key is a modular development approach, centering on a universal product core. This means products

can be tailored to varied markets with slight modifications instead of a complete overhaul. The initiative’s result

is cross-border collaboration that speeds products to multiple global markets. 

In reality, making electronic trading simple and

seamless is a complex endeavor. It takes constant

teamwork to keep the data streams flowing.
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TRUST

Trading 
confidential
Clients find assurance in ITG’s agency
trading focus and long track record      

“It’s an equal failing to trust everybody and to trust 
nobody,” goes a long-held proverb. That rings true for 

institutional investors, who need strong working relationships 
with brokers they know they can count on. The element of 

trust lies at the very core of those relationships. 



Clients get further comfort from ITG’s emphasis on per-

formance measurement. By using ITG’s post-trade analytics to

quantify results against their chosen benchmarks, clients can

validate that the firm’s strategies and services have performed

as promised. A willingness to put itself to the test is one more

way ITG can prove that clients’ trust is well-founded.

SHARING DATA 

Intangible as the quality of trust may be, it does have practical

aspects. For example, clients who are getting ITG’s help with

pre-trade analytics, portfolio trading decisions, or performance

measurement, will often readily share transaction or perfor-

mance data they don’t ordinarily expose. 

“When we act in a consulting role, we’re often privy to

information other brokers don’t get to see. That’s a privilege

and a responsibility,” says David Harris, Director of Sales and

Trading in Canada. “It’s also

fundamental to our business

model. If we didn’t have the

client’s trust, we couldn’t do

all the things we do.”       

A simple idea 

POSIT’s principle of fully confidential, computer-enabled

trade matching sets a high standard for ITG, and for the

expectations of its clients. Today, POSIT applies the same

principle of confidentiality to the three interlinked systems

in the POSIT suite: POSIT MatchTM (scheduled crossing),

POSIT NowSM (continuous crossing), and POSIT AlertTM

(crossing with access to hidden liquidity). 

The POSIT 
Match Pool
Anonymous algorithmic
matching of buy/sell orders

No information leakage =
no market impact cost

Midpoint pricing saves half
the spread

Client A
Buy 
2,000 shares
XYZ

Client B
Sell 
2,000 shares
XYZ

TECHNOLOGY’S ROLE    

Trust is at the heart of the advantages ITG offers its clients.

These advantages start with the confidentiality of POSIT 

electronic trade crossing. When POSIT was introduced in 1987, 

it was the first trading system traders could trust to execute

orders—even huge block trades—without concern that leaked

information could drive prices the wrong way. Since then 

nearly 75 billion shares have been executed in POSIT, saving

institutional clients untold worries and billions of dollars.       

Their success in using POSIT has encouraged clients to

entrust ITG’s trading desk with their orders, including the 

most sensitive trades. Knowing the desk has an agency

approach reinforces that confidence. Unlike many large 

brokers, who typically trade for their own portfolios as well as

for clients, ITG has an agency focus and no proprietary trading

desk. “Clients never have to wonder whose interests are upper-

most for ITG’s traders,” explains Jay Fraser, Managing Director

for ITG Sales and Trading. “Here, the trader’s job is to help

clients meet their objectives, period.”  

DELIVERING THE GOODS 

At this point, ITG also has years of history on its side. Many

client relationships date back a decade or more, some of them

tracing all the way back to POSIT’s beginnings. 

“It takes time to build trust,” notes Roger Petrin,

Manager of Global Trading for State Street Global Advisors.

“Over the years, ITG has earned our trust by consistently deliv-

ering what they promise. They’ve also helped us develop creative

ideas for improving our trading process and performance. 

I’ve always been confident that ITG puts SSgA’s agenda first.” 

“ITG has earned our trust by consistently delivering what

they promise. They’ve also helped us develop creative ideas

for improving our trading process and performance. I’ve

always been confident that ITG puts SSgA’s agenda first.” 

— Roger Petrin, Manager of Global Trading for State Street Global Advisors
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Annual Report on Form 10-K, 
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Investment Technology 
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380 Madison Avenue

New York, NY 10017
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toll-free telephone number: 

(800) 426-5523

Transfer Agent 
and Registrar
Computershare Trust Company

N.A.P.O. Box 43069
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Phone: (800) 426-5523

Hearing-impaired line: 

(800) 952-9245

Independent Auditors
KPMG LLP

Company Securities
Investment Technology 

Group, Inc.

Common Stock is traded on the

New York Stock Exchange under

the Symbol—ITG

CUSIP—46145F-10-5

Website
www.itg.com

Certifications 

The Chief Executive Officer of Investment Technology Group, Inc., made an unqualified certification to the NYSE with respect
to the firm's compliance with the NYSE corporate governance listing standards in July of 2005.  In addition, the certifications
by the Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer of Investment Technology Group, Inc., required under Section
302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, have also been filed as exhibits to the firm’s 2005 Annual Report on Form 10-K.

Forward-looking statements

This Annual Report contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the U.S. securities laws. All statements
regarding our expected future financial position, results of operations, competitive positions, plans, strategies, and objec-
tives of management, and concerning securities markets and economic trends are forward-looking statements. Although
we believe our expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, there can
be no assurance that such expectations will prove to have been correct. Important factors that could cause actual results to
differ materially from the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements herein include, among others, the
actions of both current and potential new competitors, rapid changes in technology, fluctuations in market trading vol-
umes, changes in the regulatory environment, as well as general economic, business, and financial market conditions. For
additional factors which may cause results to differ materially from the forward-looking statements herein, please refer to
our 2005 Annual Report on Form 10-K on file with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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